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Contents show] Basic commands
Edit AutoCAD 2016 (and
AutoCAD LT) allows users to enter
commands via the command line, a
feature absent from AutoCAD R13
(and earlier releases). Prior to
AutoCAD 2016, the command line
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was accessed by pressing the F1
key. Most commands are accessed
by selecting from a menu in the
Drawing/Home tab or by pressing a
shortcut key, as follows: Shortcuts
Key PgUp PgDn SPC/LCLR
NcEqual The following table lists
all available command shortcuts.
Note that some commands are not
available when entered via the
command line. Command Shortcut
Command Description Copying
Selection/Layer Copy the selected
or active layer to another drawing
or selection, and paste it to the
same location. In AutoCAD LT,
the command is Ctrl+C. The
command is available via the
command line in AutoCAD R13
and later. Creating a drawing in
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AutoCAD Edit mode Edit the
drawing properties, and assign them
to a named shape. In AutoCAD LT,
the command is Ctrl+N. The
command is available via the
command line in AutoCAD R13
and later. Saving drawing settings
to the drawing file Saving a copy of
the drawing's settings to the
drawing file. In AutoCAD LT, the
command is Ctrl+Alt+S. The
command is available via the
command line in AutoCAD R13
and later. Opening a drawing or a
presentation file from a file share
Opening a drawing or presentation
file from a file share. In AutoCAD
LT, the command is Ctrl+P. The
command is available via the
command line in AutoCAD R13
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and later. Exiting to the previous
window When the user wants to
exit to the previous window,
without saving changes in case of a
multitasking situation. In AutoCAD
LT, the command is ESC. The
command is available via the
command line in AutoCAD R13
and later. Opening an external
drawing using a hyperlink The
hyperlink is used to open an
external drawing from a file share.
In AutoCAD LT, the command is
Ctrl+L. The command is available
via the command line in AutoCAD
R13 and later. Creating a custom
shortcut for a command Enter a
command and assign it to a shortcut
key.
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Menu bar AutoCAD Cracked 2022
Latest Version has many menus for
commands and functions. The
general purpose menus in the
menus of the main drawing area
include: Modeling: Tools like
Modeling tools and 3D tools.
Views: Tools for manipulating
views and managing the user
interface for views. Tools: Drawing
tools, parametric tools, 3D tools,
and inspection tools. Docking:
Tools for automating and
manipulating the docking toolbars
and windows on screen. Layout:
Tools for manipulating the layout
of objects. Formatting: Tools for
formatting text, tables, drawing
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objects, and other objects. Sets:
Tools for organizing and working
with sets. Organize: Tools for
organizing objects and drawing
elements. Batch: Tools for working
with batch files and batch
command prompts. Modify: Tools
for modifying objects and drawing
elements. Draw: Tools for drawing
objects and drawing elements.
Drawing: Tools for drawing and
manipulating shapes. Tools in the
Menu Bar for the other views are
different. Controls The control
panel is where most of the controls
reside. There are several different
control panels. The default drawing
view is the default drawing view.
The most basic drawing controls
are in the viewport controls.
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Controls that move the cursor in the
viewport are called "cursor tools"
or "pen tools". A single tool that
does multiple things is called a
"tool". Most tools have several
buttons for some of their functions.
A single icon may have many
different functions depending on
the tool. Some tools have a number
of buttons. For example, a layout
tool has a number of dialog boxes
that can be used. The controls are
arranged by toolbox and by tool.
The most used controls include:
Drawing Tools: Tools: Drawing
Tools: Tools: Windows in the
control panel appear on one or both
sides of the main drawing area.
Each drawing window is a separate
drawing. Drawing windows are
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docked. In addition, there are a
number of "miscellaneous controls"
in the control panel, which are not
grouped into a toolbox. These
controls may be activated through a
hotkey or by clicking on the
context menu. Alignment tools:
AutoCAD-based drawing
automation tools: C++ class library
AutoCAD is developed using the
C++ language. The C++ class
library for AutoCAD is named
ObjectARX. It is organized
5b5f913d15
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When you activate the software you
need to choose the option "Go to
the registration page" and continue.
When you reach the registration
page you will find the License Key
on the first page. Go back to the
previous step and the key will
automatically be entered. Click on
"next" and you will be asked to fill
some personal details on the
website. Click on "Install now". On
completion of the installation you
can find the software on your
"C:\Program Files (x86)\AutoCAD
2014\acad.exe". Enter it in the
autocad menu and you will be able
to use the software. Enter the
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licence key on startup and you will
have access to the trial software.
This trial expires after 60 days of
usage. If you want to keep using the
software you need to buy a license.
Click here for AutoCAD 2015.
Click here for AutoCAD LT
AutoCAD 2014 :
What's New In AutoCAD?

You can quickly import markup
data into any drawing from
printers, scanning devices, cloud
services, and other external storage.
With Markup Assist you don’t have
to worry about modifying or
creating additional drawings. You
can add more detail to your design
and have AutoCAD wire that
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information into your drawing.
Multi-Device Support: AutoCAD
now supports the drawing of
multiple devices, including the allnew Surface Pro, Surface Book,
Surface Book 2, Surface Pro 3,
Surface Pro 4, Surface Laptop,
Surface Book 2, Surface Studio,
Surface Pro, Surface Pro 4, Surface
3, Surface Pro, Surface 2, Surface
Laptop, Surface Studio, and
Surface Book 1. AutoCAD can be
used to communicate with external
cameras, cameras integrated into a
projector, and more. You can even
use it to design products that are
integrated with external devices.
For example, you can use
AutoCAD to design and publish a
smartphone or tablet app that
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communicates with other devices.
Simplified Creation of Dynamic
Parameters: AutoCAD has a new
way to create dynamic parameters
that can change and react to what
you’re doing in the drawing.
Dynamic parameters are just like
any other object in a drawing,
except that they can be customized
and changed to suit your particular
needs. You can create a dynamic
parameter that displays the current
temperature in your drawing or
offers a new way to place your
graphic objects on your design. For
example, if you’re designing a new
building, you can create a dynamic
parameter that changes the size of
the structure as you enter your
design and you can change the wall
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materials as you work. SketchFlow
is a new tool that lets you quickly
create live components and
sketches for use on mobile and
desktop devices. Simplified
Drawing Creation: In previous
versions of AutoCAD, there were
many ways to create drawings.
Now, you can save time by drawing
with the DWG/XML editor. You
can also import DWG/XML files
into drawings using SketchFlow. A
new Set Reference Object
command speeds up the creation of
drawings by simplifying the
creation of topographic maps. You
can use a new Choose Object
command to easily identify the
location of the same object in
multiple drawings. For example,
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you can use this command to
choose the same sewer valve used
in many different drawings without
manually updating the coordinates.
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System Requirements:

Internet connection A few GB of
storage space Keyboard, Mouse A
fairly powerful PC or laptop To
install World of Tanks, we first
need to download and install the
NVIDIA GeForce Game Ready
Driver. You can download the
latest NVIDIA Game Ready driver
from here. A quick note: if you run
into any issues when running the
game, make sure that you have set
the correct V-Sync settings and that
you are running with Crossfire
enabled. Step 1: Install World of
Tanks Open the World of Tanks
installation file by
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